Bail Licenses Revoked: October 21, 2015
Professional Bail Agent: Joe Louis Moffett 2089
Bail Enforcement/Bail Soliciting Agents:
Natasha Evans Castillo 407951
Charlotte Ann Evans 10182392
Forlisa Nichols 10146252
Bethany M. Trotter-Moffett 109311

Bail Licenses Revoked: July 29, 2015
Professional Bail Agent: Ida Mae Simmons 7805375
Bail Enforcement/Bail Soliciting Agents: N/A

Bail Licenses Revoked: June 12, 2015
Professional Bail Agent: Rex Hollingsworth 10095078
Bail Enforcement/Bail Soliciting Agents: N/A

Bail Licenses Revoked: May 29, 2015
Professional Bail Agent: Jessica Myrtle Billiot 111029
Bail Enforcement/Bail Soliciting Agents: N/A

Bail Licenses Revoked: March 26, 2015
Professional Bail Agent: Thomas Tucker 10058841
Bail Enforcement/Bail Soliciting Agent:
Roosevelt Ladon Taylor 406977

Bail Licenses Revoked: February 12, 2015
Professional Bail Agent: Benjamin Bennight 203103
Bail Enforcement/Bail Soliciting Agents:
Megan Elaine Bennight 10067897
Alverta L. Garcia 10181629
Jason Howard Shults 10305036
Michael Lamar Willis, Sr. 9807755

Bail Licenses Revoked: September 25, 2014
Professional Bail Agent: John Britt Harris 101134
Bail Enforcement/Bail Soliciting Agents:
Shirley A. Bogan 303649
Barbara Yvonne Collie 10250732
Christopher James Floyd 10221056
Mollie Pegues 304354
Torrance M. Pollard 506009
Bail Licenses Reinstated:  **February 18, 2016**

Professional Bail Agent:  Sandra Cobb  200400

Bail Enforcement/Bail Soliciting Agent:  
James M. Smith  500802

---

Bail Licenses Reinstated:  **August 6, 2015**

Professional Bail Agent:  Beryl Theresa Holmes  9000243

Bail Enforcement/Bail Soliciting Agent:  
Denise Michelle Anderson  10100248